rock-flaked splinters that bore into the tenderest tissues
of the brain and set it whimpering like a maniac.
This is where I begin to exult. This is something to
put beside the devastation of man, something to over-
match his bloodiest depredations. This is nature in a state
of dementia, nature having lost its grip, having become
the hopeless prey of-its own elements. This is the earth
beaten, brutalized and humiliated by its own violent
treachery. This is one of the spots wherein God abdi-
cated, where He surrendered to the cosmic law of in-
ertia. This is a piece of the Absolute, bald as an eagle's
knob, hideous as the leer of a hyena, impotent as a granite
hybrid. Here nature staggered to a halt in a frozen vomit
of hate.
We roll down a crisp, crackling mountain side into an
immense plain. The uplands are covered with a sheath of
stiff shrub like blue and lavender porcupine quills. Here
and there bald patches of red day, streaks of shale, sand
dunes, a field of pea green, a lake of waving champagne,
We roll through a village which belongs to no time and
no placeman accident, a sudden sprout of human activity
because some one some time or other had returned to the
scene of the massacre to look for an old photograph
amidst the tumbled ruins and had stayed there from force
of inertia and staying there had attracted flies and other
forms of animate and inanimate life.
Farther on ... A- lone rectangular habitation sunk
deep into the ground. A lone pueblo in the midst of a
vacuum. It has a door and two windows. It is built like
a box The shelter o£ some human being. What kind of
being? Who lives there? Why? The American scene is
behind. We are now traversing the.Mesopotamian Hin-
terland. We are riding over dead cities, over elephant
bones, over grass-covered sea bottoms. It .is beginning to
rain, a sudden, quick shpwer that makes the earth steam,

